PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PULLED, PUSHED AND HYBRID PRODUCTION THROUGH SIMULATION: A CASE STUDY

ABSTRACT

Goal: This work aims to compare performance indicators of the pulled, pushed and hybrid production schedule, with those of a specific production environment of the printing industry, using computational simulation.

Design / Methodology / Approach: Through a case study, it was possible to create a conceptual model, from which a computational model that was verified and validated as representative of the real productive system was developed. There are generated fictional models of the production environments to compare cycle time, work in process and attendance to the demand, varying the quantity of orders confirmed by the final clients.

Results: The CONWIP (Constant Work in Process) system presented very high cycle times and failure to meeting the demand, although it was kept in the format of the work in process. The real system and the pushed system obtained the worst performances regarding the work in process, besides presenting failures to meeting the demand and very high cycle times. The pulled system obtained the best performance to meet the demand, and cycle times adequate to the production requirement and moderate work in process.

Limitations of the investigation: The application of the methodology was limited to the study of a single productive system of a print industry and cannot be extended to the entire sector.

Practical implications: This work presents a practical application of computer simulation tools applied to Production Planning and Controls which may be replicated by other organizations or educational institutions for system performance analysis in different scenarios.

Originality / Value: The original contribution of this work is the application of computational simulation for a production system in a print industry without interference in a real system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, according to Wolfsgruber and Lichtenegger (2016), there was a great technological advance that allowed the increase of variety of products, besides the shortening of their life cycles. These changes caused an increase in the demands of the customers, in terms of deadlines, price and quality of the products, leading the organizations to seek changes in their productive environment, aiming at a better performance. Thereby, it became possible to meet demand quickly and, at the same time, maintain low production costs without losing the quality of the processes and products (Güçdemir and Selim, 2017).

To adapt to this scenario, Güçdemir and Selim (2017) suggest that complex decisions about order processing and manufacturing, lot size, production capacity determination, and production scheduling approaches should be taken. The Production Planning and Control (PPC), according to Vollman et al. (2006), aims to help these decisions, ensuring good management of all sectors of the organization through the link between the strategic, tactical, and operational levels.

At the operational level of the PPC, it is carried out a production scheduling which can use a pushed system when it is based on demand forecasting, pulled when it is based on customer orders or hybrid, and which combines the pulled and pushed methods (Hopp and Spearman, 2013; Vollman et al., 2006).

The choice of the production system must be in accordance with the performance objectives of the organization; however, each productive environment has its peculiarities, which makes this choice not trivial. Some authors, such as Wolfsgruber and Lichtenegger (2016), Gong et al. (2014), Pettersen and Segerstedt (2009), Takahashi and Hirotani (2005), Krishnamurthy et al. (2004), Geraghty and Heavey (2003), Huang et al. (1998), Bonvik et al. (1997), Roderick et al. (1994), Spearman and Zanantis (1992), Spearman et al. (1990), and Lee (1989) proposed comparative experimental studies, pointing out the differences of production systems in specific environments. It is a consensus among the authors that the performance of different systems may be different in each productive environment, although the characteristics pertinent to the type of scheduling are kept similar in all experiments.

This work proposes a comparative analysis of production environments, through the evaluation of the scheduling approaches of pulled, pushed and hybrid production, in different scenarios. Computational modeling and simulation are used to evaluate performance indicators related to production times, levels of materials in process and finished products, and demand meeting.

For the accomplishment of this work, it was chosen a national graphic industry, whose production combines the pulled and pushed approaches. Field research was done to conceptually model the real system through a case study. From the conceptual model a computational model was made. Both were validated according to the real system. Three fictitious models have been generated, which represent the pulled, pushed, and hybrid approaches, as well as the different simulation scenarios. By simulating the different scenarios, qualitative analyzes were carried out, allowing a comparison between the four proposed models.

The importance of this work is justified by the number of variables involved in the analysis and by the difficulty of evaluating production scheduling decisions using conventional tools. With the advent of productive flow simulation software with easy-to-use configuration interfaces, it is possible to study the problem with a high level of details, as well as to evaluate different scenarios without interference in real systems.

2. PULLED, PUSHED AND HYBRID PRODUCTION SCHEDULING

The three most frequently used systems in the literature for production scheduling are differentiated by the way the demand-corresponding orders will be produced.

According to Wolfsgruber and Lichtenegger (2016) the choice of the best approach is complex because the main objective of the PPC and production scheduling is to respond promptly to the market that has volatile characteristics. According to the authors, a flexible system that can combine the best of each approach at different stages and times of production tends to perform better than systems with fixed and single production scheduling. Pereira et al. (2017) argue that the implementation of lean manufacturing with pull scheduling does not guarantee the same results for companies even though they are similar, which makes the choice of production scheduling even more complex.

Production systems with pushed programming can be characterized by planning and releasing production orders based on demand forecasts. In order to assist the scheduling of the production, there are production planning and control systems such as MRP, Material Requirements Planning, MRP II, Manufacturing Resources Planning and ERP, Enterprise Resources Planning (Hopp and Spearman, 2013; Gstetter and Kuhn, 1996).

According to Bonney et al. (1999) in the pushed approach, the material and information flows follow the same direction, as the products are processed from the purchase of raw material to the exit of finished products.
Ohno (1997) presented the pulled system, justifying that customers are ahead of the market, requesting products in the quantity and moment they need, and it is up to the organizations to provide them promptly.

Moreira (2008) states that in pulled scheduling the last productive season or even the final customer will request an item from the previous process and then the production request will occur backwards along the system in the opposite direction of the production flow. The request is made using the Kanban system cards. If there is no request, the system does not produce, which implies not producing in excess, manufacturing as little as possible and, consequently, with the lowest possible cost. The same logic should be used in the purchase of raw materials, component manufacturing, sub-assemblies and final assembly of the products. According to Carvalho et al. (2017), the Kanban system is the tool with more applications documented in the literature for application of lean manufacturing.

According to Spearman et al. (1990), the CONWIP (Constant Work in Process) system was developed in the late 1980s with the objective of establishing a hybrid production, combining the pulled and pushed approaches with the possibility of using a card system in more industrial environments, whose WIP level was constant along the production line.

The operating principle of the CONWIP system, shown in Figure 1, consists of a card system where a fixed number of cards is allocated to a line and, when a card exits the finished product stock, it is sent to the beginning of the productive process. The cards are withdrawn from the stock of finished products when the customer’s request is made, that is, the production starts with an order placement. The card is sent to the beginning of the process and follows along with the flow of materials in production. The card follows from the first production station to the last one, following FIFO (First In First Out), accompanying the production (Hopp and Spearman, 2013).

As it is a more recent production system than the pulled and pushed systems, some authors have proposed works of performance evaluation of the CONWIP system since it was proposed by Spearman et al. (1990).

Duennays and Hopp (1990) and Duennays et al. (1993) proposed a method to estimate the output flow variance in the production line. Di Mascolo et al. (1996) and Di Mascolo (1996) proposed a method to analyze a kanban production system with the incorporation of CONWIP. Duri et al. (2000) proposed a method to measure the performance of a CONWIP system.

Park and Lee (2013) proposed a method to evaluate the performance of a CONWIP system for multiple products processed on the same production line. Hoose et al. (2016) implemented a CONWIP system in an agricultural machine industry, observing a reduction of the material in process and an increase in productivity. Leonardo et al. (2017) implemented the CONWIP system in a factory of electro-mechanical components, reducing cycle time and increasing production volume. Dallasega and Rauch (2017) have used the CONWIP system principle to synchronize demand and supply in manufacturing leading to the formation of sustainable supply chains in on-demand project companies.

Hopp and Spearman (2013) pointed out the differences between pushed, pulled and hybrid systems, from the perspective of modeling. According to the authors, the CONWIP system is similar to a network of closed queues, in which clients (works) circulate indefinitely within the network. The MRP system, whose scheduling is pushed, behaves as an open network of queues, in which the works enter the line and leave as soon as they are finalized, that is, they do not return to the beginning of the system. The Kanban system, whose scheduling is pulled, behaves as a closed and blocked queue network. This block is given by the maximum number of WIPs in the system that is proportional to the number of cards in the system (Hopp and Spearman, 2013).

Some works have pointed out, through simulation of production systems, the advantages of using the CONWIP system in relation to the Kanban or MRP systems (Onyeocha et al., 2015; Gong et al., 2014; Bonvik et al., 1997; Spearman and Zanantis, 1992; Buzacott and Shanthikumar, 1992; Spearman et al., 1990):

- Lower total inventory of finished products and less material in process, under the same production conditions.
- Lower variability of the quantity of material in process, leading to a better control over this item.
- Better meeting a constant demand, keeping less quantity of material in process.
The better the performance compared to the Kanban system, the greater the number of jobs and/or variability of the production process.

Gong et al. (2014) compared the CONWIP, Kanban and MRP systems, also concluding that the first presents a smaller amount of information processed during the production stages, which can facilitate decision making in the organization.

Comparative studies of the three systems, conducted under different Kanban card allocations, bottleneck position and processing times, suggested the following results (Lee, 1989):

- Pushed production performs better in terms of the total quantity produced, although it presents a large amount of material in process;
- As for lead time variation, the Kanban system has less variation, followed by the CONWIP system;
- Under large variations in demand, the pulled systems presented better performance, maintaining a controlled level of material in process.

Petersen and Segerstedt (2009) compared the Kanban and CONWIP systems through the simulation of a production line and obtained the following results:

- The CONWIP system has lower transfer rates and time between jobs than the Kanban system.
- Both systems have the same average flow of production in the line.
- The Kanban system has less use of physical space for storage than the CONWIP system.

In general, the performance of CONWIP was more satisfactory in this simulation; however, because it is not a widely used technique in the industry, it shows implementation difficulties.

Li et al. (2017) combined lean manufacturing, pull production and CONWIP in a simulation model to evaluate the performance of productive systems. The CONWIP system was used to prefabricate part of the components and after customer request the remainder of the production was pulled. The authors observed that the combination of the systems had fewer queues, less quantity of materials in process, shorter cycle times and lower costs than the fully drawn system.

Onyeocha et al. (2015) proposed comparisons between the combination of Kanban and CONWIP (BK-CONWIP) and Theory of Constraints and CONWIP (HK-CONWIP) systems. According to the authors, the BK-CONWIP shows better results in terms of production efficiency than the HK-CONWIP. They also pointed out that the larger the product mix, the greater the quantity of materials in process in both cases, suggesting that the CONWIP system works best in low variety production systems.

Pulled and pushed production systems are widely used by companies. It is up to them to confront their characteristics to determine the most appropriate way of producing or even adopting a hybrid system which, although more recent, has proved to be efficient in relation to different variables of production systems.

### 3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Müller (2003), states that the competitiveness of companies depends on the strategies adopted by them, which must be aligned with their objectives. The performance evaluation aims to measure the state of the system, current and future, in order to generate information that allows analyzing whether the strategies adopted are leading to the fulfillment of the established objectives.

Tubino and Danni (1997), state that the aim of a performance evaluation system is to measure the company seeking to manage its performance in order to achieve certain objectives. According to the authors, measures of performance of production systems are production volume, crossing time, lead time, stock in process, resource utilization rates, and safety margin. Figure 2 presents a performance evaluation system for the productive environment.

![Figure 2. Performance evaluation of a production system. Source: The authors.](image-url)

As raw material is transformed into finished product, the indicators are measured to evaluate the performance. The results of the evaluation are compared with reference values, aligned with the company’s objectives and, based on the results of this comparison, improvement actions can
be proposed for the production, aiming to approximate the measured levels to the reference values.

4. METHODOLOGY

In order to reach the proposed objective, a case study was used, thus allowing understanding the operation of a specific system to be modeled computationally. The steps adopted were determined by combining the case study methodologies proposed by Miguel (2007) and the computational simulation proposed by Chwif and Medina (2015):

- Delineation of the theme and propositions of the research.
- Definition of the methods used and the unit of study.
- Surveys to collect information about the studied company.
- Creation of conceptual, computational and operational models, and also the fictional model that represent the pull, push and hybrid approaches; simulation of different scenarios; and qualitative analysis of the results obtained. This step is illustrated in Figure 3.
- Documentation of methods and results enabling a replication structure.

Computer modeling and simulation have been widely used as support for decision making by analyzing the problems encountered in a production environment. Simulation models have the capacity to capture the peculiarities of productive systems, even if they are dynamic and random in nature. They also allow the analysis of different scenarios without interference in the real system (Montevechi et al., 2010).

Simulation also allows the evaluation of the performance of the production system simultaneously to the production, as presented by Reschke and Schuh (2017), allowing solving problems in real time.

Company of study features

The print industry studied in this work is located in the metropolitan region of Curitiba in Paraná, Brazil. Its production is focused mainly on didactic materials, developed by a publisher of the own group, with an annual circulation of around 800,000 didactic units. It has a high degree of variety of products, including customization, but a standardized production process, in which all types of products undergo the same production activities. A part of the products are make-to-stock (MTS) and the rest are assembly-to-order (ATO).

The productive process is divided into a completely pushed step and another step that combines pulled and pushed approaches, as illustrated in Figure 4.

The PPC department performs demand forecasting four times a year, based on annual historical sales. The forecast of demand determines the purchase of raw material, the treatment of the graphic arts of the products by the publisher, and the preparation of the printing plates.

In the first production process the paper passes through the pre-cut, which aligns its margins according to the size of the notebook to be printed. It follows to a two-sided printing process. It is necessary to use a printing plate which must be prepared specifically for the product model and can be reused a second time before being discarded.

Afterwards, the paper is folded into notebooks that should compose the textbooks in page order. The notebooks and covers go through the collation that will unite the parts in order. Soon after the ordering, a cut is made in the original size of the textbook, in order to cut the folds of the paper and align the sheets, finishing the completely pushed step of the production.

Some of the products generated until the cutting process have a cover processed simultaneously to the processing of the textbooks and await the next steps in the stock of produ-
The MTS products follow to manual or automatic binding, according to the size of the batch in production. The ATO products go through a stage of assembly of the cover in the body of the book and are then bound. After the binding, all products are stored in the stock of finished products in specific areas of immediate shipment (ATO) or waiting for customer order (MTS).

**Conceptual model**

The conceptual modeling implies an abstraction of the real productive system, seeking to represent the processes related to the research problem. Some simplifications of the real system were made, such as:

- The receipt of raw material is not restrictive to the beginning of the production.
- Six production stations are considered in the conceptual model: printing, sheet folding, notebook collation, cutting, cover assembly, and automatic binding.
- Three classes of products are considered: textbooks for elementary education, textbooks for high school and didactic material for preschool.
- The system has 12 operators and 12 auxiliary employees.
- 8-hour shifts are considered, 5 days a week.
- An ANSI (American National Standards Institute) flowchart of the flow of materials along the production line is shown in Figure 5.
- From the arrival of the production order, going through the processes of printing, folding and body assembly, the flow follows in line. After the formation of the notebook, there is the first decision point where the material can follow the production, if it is MTS, or to be stocked as a semi-finished product, if it is ATO.
- Following the line, the MTS product is bound and stocked in the finished product area. The covers are inserted during the assembly process of the body.
When on hold as semi-finished, the second decision point is necessary, as it determines that the ATO products only follow for cover assembly, binding and storage in the area of finished products when the customers order.

Computational model

The computational model was implemented using the SIMUL8® software, which meets the modeling needs. Initially, the transformed resources, transformation resources and activities (production processes) of the system were determined. The transformed resources are:

- Product 1: production orders of textbooks for basic education;
- Product 2: production orders for high school textbooks;
- Product 3: production orders for teaching materials for preschool;
- Request: customer request that implies a customization of product 3.

The transformation resources are: Printer, Folder, Collation and Guillotine unit, Automatic Binder, Operator and Assistant. The processing activities for products 1, 2 and 3, which compete with the same resources, were determined: Print 1/2/3, Fold 1/2/3, Body Assembly 1/2/3, Automatic Binding 1/2/3.

The average times between the inputs of the production orders and the batch sizes for each type of product were provided by the company. It was assigned an exponential distribution to the orders because it represents the arrival times in the system, since the arrivals have characteristics of high variance and independence between one value and another (Freitas, 2008; Chwif and Medina, 2015).

The printing, folding and automatic binding activities are performed on all types of products and each one has an average processing time and a particular standard deviation.

The assembly of the body activity is different between the types of products. For products 1 and 2 (MTS), the body of the textbook and the cover are assembled together and the entry consists of notebooks and the output of loose textbooks (without binding).

For the product 3 (ATO), only the body of the textbook is assembled and the cover is inserted later. The processing time of the product 3 cover assembly has not been considered since it is an activity that occurs simultaneously to the assembly process of the body.

The averages of the processing times of each activity, as well as the standard deviations, were provided by the company. The processing time considers the total time between the entry of a batch in a process until the output of this complete batch. For all three types of orders, the processing times are distinct because each involves a number of pages and a number of characters and different printed figures. The normal distribution was chosen because it is applicable when the probability of occurrence of values above or below the average is the same and when the total time is the sum of the times of different processes in sequence, both characteristics of the real system. In addition, it is a distribution that best represents manual or partially automated processes, such as the processes of the real system (Freitas, 2008; Chwif and Medina, 2015).

Figure 5. Flowchart of the productive process of the print industry under study.

Source: The authors.
A detailed description of the features and activities, as well as their timing settings (processing and setup), batch size, and resource sharing, can be found in Pinheiro (2016).

Verification and validation

The verification of the simulation model was performed using two techniques proposed by Chwif and Medina (2015):

Modular implementation and verification: the model was developed in parts that were simulated individually and added to the final model only after verification of its correct functioning.

Constant or simplified values versus manual calculations: a simulation round was performed with unit values of lots and time of one month. The output values were calculated manually and compared to the values obtained in the simulation.

To validate the computational model, the techniques proposed by Chwif and Medina (2015) were used:

• Validation in black box: A simulation round was performed with the input values defined in the conceptual modeling. The obtained output values were compared with the production registered in the print industry in the two-year period preceding the experiment. With a reliability level of 95%, the output values generated by the model were equivalent to the values measured in the analyzed period.

• Sensitivity analysis: Experiments were performed simulating possible occurrences of the real system, such as the increase and decrease of the frequency of the customer orders and reduction of the capacity of the bottleneck resource, and the behavior of the model was similar to what one would expect in the factory.

• Face-to-face validation: The company’s PPC coordinator was consulted about the results obtained in the experiments and it was verified that they are representative of the occurrences in the real system.

• After verifying and validating the proposed model, it can be considered that it has no syntax and/or logic errors and it is a representative model of the real system.

Operational model

In the operational modeling, scenarios were created to evaluate the performance of the system in relation to the aims of the research, for four models: the real model and three other theoretical models representing the production of the real model in fully pushed, fully pulled or hybrid based on CONWIP production systems, as shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Dynamics of simulations for comparative analysis of production systems. Source: The authors.](image-url)
customer order arrival in the system, starting from the first stage of production, following the line to the last stage in constant processing batches. Raw materials enter the system by demand forecasting and production is only started from the customer’s order. The model differs from pulled because the customer’s order goes into the system and all the activities are performed online and differs from the pushed environment because, if there is no order confirmation, the production is not started.

The verification of the theoretical models followed the same procedures adopted for the real system model. For the validation, the calculations presented by Hoop and Spearman (2013) for the pulled, pushed and hybrid (CONWIP) environments were used in each individual process of the models.

After the implementation of the four models, three simulation scenarios were generated:

• First scenario: the current conditions of the real system were used in relation to the forecast and confirmation of demand and product mix.

• Second scenario: the real system forecast is maintained and a 30% increase in the confirmed demand is proposed, maintaining the proportion of the production mix.

• Third scenario, the real system forecast is maintained and a 30% reduction in the confirmed demand is proposed, maintaining the proportion of the production mix.

• In order to evaluate the performance of production environments, the following indicators were used:

  • Average cycle time in the system for the three products;

  • Average stocks of the three finished products;

  • WIP levels for the three products at each stage of the process;

  • Balance of finished products in stock.

6. ANALYSIS OF SIMULATION RESULTS

The first scenario aims to compare the models of the real system and the pushed, pulled and hybrid environments with demand forecasting and the confirmation in customer orders similar to the actual data of the real system in the four models. The analysis of the simulation results of the first scenario allows stating that:

• In the real system model, there was a positive balance of products 1 and 2; however, there was failure in supplying product 3. There was a high quantity of work in process, mainly in raw material and products awaiting body assembly. Cycle times were low.

• In the pushed model, the behavior was similar to the real system.

• In the pulled model, the demand was perfectly met, not generating balance of any type of product and the cycle time was synchronized with the demand. Work in process was zero.

• In the CONWIP model, there was a considerable reduction in demand and cycle times were very high, although all stocks were minimized.

• The second scenario aims to compare the models of the real system, as well as the pushed, pulled and hybrid environments, when there is a 30% increase in the confirmed demand. The analysis of the results of the simulation of the second scenario allows stating that:

  • In the model that represents the real system, it was not possible to meet the demand of any product. Work in process remained low.

  • In the pushed model, the behavior was similar to the real system.

  • In the pulled model, there was failure to meet the demand in a product_lot of the other products had demands met perfectly. Work in process was zero.

  • In the CONWIP model, there was failure meeting the demand in all products, and cycle times were very high, even though work in process was low.

• The third scenario aims to compare the models of the real system and of the pushed, pulled and hybrid environments, when there is a 30% reduction in confirmed demand. The analysis of the results allows stating that:

  • In the model that represents the real system, it was not possible to meet the demand for the product 3. The work in process remained low and finished products is high.

  • In the pushed model, there was a surplus of products 1 and 2, and product 3 had the demand met perfectly.
In the pulled model, the demand was met perfectly, not having failures or surpluses in all the products. Work in process was zero.

In the CONWIP model, there was failure meeting the demand in all products and cycle times were very high, although work in process was minimized.

Chart 1 presents the indicators analyzed through the scenarios developed, the desirable performance for each of them, the results obtained in general, and the production system that obtained the best results for each indicator.

Two indicators related to the finished products were analyzed: stock of finished products in the system at the end of the simulation and balance of products remaining in the system after consumption of the demand at the end of the simulation. It can be concluded that for both indicators the pulled system obtained better performance, since it reached the objective of maintaining low inventories, but, guaranteeing service to the demand.

Regarding work in process (WIP), it is concluded that the best performance is attributed to the CONWIP system, since it kept its WIP stable and smaller than the other models, and is minimal for some products.

The cycle time was the last indicator analyzed and the pulled system obtained the best performance, since it presented cycle times synchronized with the takt time, showing that the production follows the evolution of the demand. However, it is important to emphasize that, in cases of low demands, there may be idleness in productive resources and in cases of high demand there may be an overload in their use.

One constraint that can be attributed to the pulled production system is that, because the production batches are smaller than the economic one, and the print array can only be reused twice, it would have to be replaced every two batches of the same product. This would imply an additional cost to the production that would have to be faced with the cost of the stock of materials in process and finished products and the cost of the products that are lost by obsolescence in the stock of finished products, since periodically the materials undergo didactic changes. Another issue raised about the use of the pulled production system is that it could also affect the setup times, since, in production, the order of passage of the different models in the production line is determined by the customer’s request of similar models.

Table 1. Results of performance indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Expected Performance</th>
<th>Obtained Results</th>
<th>Best System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average stock of finished products</td>
<td>It is expected that they will be as small as possible, provided that they are sufficient to meet the confirmed demand.</td>
<td>The only system that follows the demand for the output of finished products is the pulled system. When demand is low and under current demand there is overproduction in the real system and in the pushed system. When the demand is high, no system fully meets customer orders; however, the pulled obtained better results.</td>
<td>Pulled system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance of finished products</td>
<td>The best case is when the balance is null, which represents that the demand is met and there is no stock of finished products. Positive balance represents a surplus of products that can become obsolete. Negative balance leads to a drop in demand.</td>
<td>Only the pulled system ends the period without a textbook surplus or failures in customer service, for all levels of demand. The remaining stocks of products for low demands are very high in the real system and in the pushed system. The failures in customer service are very large in real, pushed and hybrid systems for high demands.</td>
<td>Pulled system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work in process (WIP)</td>
<td>The levels of materials in process should be minimal, as long as there is no production stoppage due to lack of material.</td>
<td>Only CONWIP system presented low WIP. When comparing the pulled and pushed systems, they were similar. The real system presented a high level of WIP, mainly considering the current demand.</td>
<td>CONWIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle time</td>
<td>The cycle time reflects the output frequency of the finished products in the system and would be ideal to be synchronized with the takt-time, that is, demand time of products on demand.</td>
<td>The CONWIP system has the longest cycle times compared to other systems for all products. The pulled system presented cycle reduction, as demand increased, which shows that production is synchronized with the output of finished products in all products. The pushed and real systems maintained equal cycle times for products 1 and 2 in all types of demand, since the beginning of the production is determined by the forecast and not by the closure of demand. For product 3, the cycle times have been kept meeting the demand under low demand, but for current demand and high demand, they are higher than necessary.</td>
<td>Pulled system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The authors.
7. CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this work was to propose a comparative analysis of a production environment, through the evaluation of the scheduling approaches of pulled, pushed and hybrid production, in different scenarios, through computer simulation.

A study was carried out in a print industry, leading to the construction of the conceptual model that represented the real production environment. Through the conceptual model, a computational model was generated, using the simulation software SIMUL8®.

Three models representing pulled, pushed, and CONWIP approaches were generated, which allows evaluating the performance of the different environments in three simulation scenarios.

Through simulation of the scenarios, it is possible to conclude that the pulled system model obtained the best performance regarding the finished product inventory levels, year-end remaining product balance and cycle times. Regarding the work in process, the CONWIP system obtained the best performance.

However, although the CONWIP system has obtained excellent results for work in process, which represents a great economy for the production, it is not always the best choice, since it presents non-meeting demand.

For the real system, currently installed in the print industry, the simulation allowed confirming the characteristics detected in the field research: high levels of work in process and finished products, and high non-meeting demand.

The work was limited to analysis of a single print industry, through the case study, and the replicability of the results is considered applicable only to other similar industries, not to the whole sector. Thus, a proposal of future work would be to extend the analysis to other print industries, aiming to obtain results applicable to the print sector.

Another proposal for future work is to estimate the costs of printing matrices, inventories of products in process and finished products, as well as a survey of the amount of materials lost due to obsolescence.
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